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Introduction

-technique –historically used following β decay at ISOL facilities
-LaBr3(Ce) crystals

Fast-timing at FAIR

DESPEC

-following β decay
-using isomers –(similarities with exps at Lohengrin, ILL, Grenoble)

-options for the Fast-Timing array -PARIS

HISPEC

-in-beam (thick target experiments)



[H. Mach et al., NPA 523 (1991) 197]
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The Advanced Time Delayed 

 βγγ(t) method
TACβ–BaF2–HPGe / β–LaBr3–HPGe: lifetime measurements

β–HPGe–HPGe: coincidences, level scheme

� De-convolution of slope

• Slope = T1/2

• Range: 30 ps to 30 ns (or longer)

• 3-5% precision

� Centroid shift

• Shift in centroid position = τ

• Range: down to ~5-10 ps



Recent fantastic scintillator development LaBr3

140Ba and 140La decay

Time resolution ~180 ps (60Co) with 1.5” crystals –BaF2 ~140 ps



Using this technique at the SFRS
Large beam spot -remember c = 3 x 108 m/s = 0.3 mm/ps

difference of 10 cm = 33 ps!

(x2 for centroid shift)

-good position resolution important

-many detectors must be used, both LaBr3 and β
-each detector pair (TAC) requires its own time response calibration

-need as much time for calibrations (sources) as measurements

-time response of crystal is dependent on position of source
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The Lohengrin Fission-Product Spectrometer

Flight time 1-2 µs 
-can use isomers

Rates at focal point 
~ 1500 ions of 132Sn /s

Cocktail beam of ions with 
different A/q s

Beam spot  6 x 1.5 cm



First experiment using isomers @ ILL in 2003
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Use mass identification + γ−γ coinc





All signals sent to XIA DGFs
(including TACs)

-timestamp 25 ns (common 
clock)

-get precise times from 
pulse height of TAC

-digitize LaBr3 s (Ortec 113 
preamp) ~same resolution 

as analogue electronics



Brant et al., Phys. Rev. C 69 034327 (2004)

π[422]5/2 ν[541]3/2

π(g9/2) ν(h11/2)



Can see centroid shifts –but without time response calibration can’t give τ



Deformed 

π[3/2 431] ν[3/2 541]



Total Projection

Gate 300 keV

Gate 461 keV



Gate 300 keV + 461 keV



Use the inner array of PARIS for fast timing?

Certainly an efficient solution (cost, manpower)

PARIS - cubic crystals

Would use compact 4-stage PMTs for inner array

F.T.-want conical shape for good time resolution



HISPEC

-Use combination of LaBr3 detectors + Ge array (behind LaBr3s?)

-Plunger technique is probably better technique for most measurements (requires 

only singles not coincidences)

-Decay cascades containing many yrast, slow transitions may not be accessible with 

plunger



Current situation

-Have ~15 LaBr3 crystals in the collaboration (+20 BaF2)

-Nearly ready to make a first experiment

-Need to look at timing electronics –multichannel TDCs (e.g. CAEN, Tenelec

resolution ~same as analogue TACs (<35 ps))

-H. Mach investigating tapered (conical) LaBr3 crystal (soon)

-Asked for a EURONS Network (Fast-pool -Luis Fraile) to share equipment


